Abstract. We propose and investigate new rotation gates for two modified Quantum Inspired Evolutionary methods for solving high dimension optimisation problems. The Quantum Inspired Evolutionary Algorithms (QIEA) were originally used for solving binary encoded problems and their signature features follow superposition of multiple states on a quantum bit and a rotation gate. In order to apply this paradigm to high dimension problems, we propose two quantum methods Half Significant Bit (HSB) and Stepwise Real QEA (SRQEA), developed using binary and real encoding respectively, while keeping close to the original quantum computing metaphor. We introduce five performance metrics and use them to evaluate the proposed approaches against sets of multimodal mathematical test functions and real world problems of high dimensionality. We report issues found while implementing some of the published real QIEA techniques which were the motivation for developing our real algorithm modifications. Our methods focus on introducing and implementing new rotation gate operators used for evolution, including a novel mechanism for preventing premature convergence in the binary algorithm. The applied performance metrics show superior results for our quantum methods on most of the test problems (particularly with high dimension problems), demonstrating faster convergence and accuracy.
Introduction
A challenge for modern computer science is the development of algorithms for increasingly complex optimisation problems. These may include a variety of practical real-world problems, such as structural engineering [1, 2] , 3D mesh simplification [3] , antenna design [4] , wireless network design [5] , electric power systems [6] , resource allocation [7] , digital image watermarking [8] , EEG classification [9] , benchmark problems [10] , large data set analysis [11] , or mathematical functions designed to test or challenge aspects of optimisation [12, 13] . Approaches to solving these problems include typical algorithms such as particle swarm optimisation (PSO) [14, 15] , genetic algorithms (GA) [16, 17] , differential evolution [18] [19] [20] , and other nature inspired methods, e.g., honey bee [21] and cloud drops algorithms [22] .
As the number of dimensions increases, the optimisation task becomes more difficult as a larger solution space must be searched, which in turn increases computational demands. One approach to deal with these demands is to pre-filter the data in some way, in order to reduce the number of dimensions [23, 24] . Additionally, transforming the data so that interpretation becomes simpler, can allow easier classification and optimization, with a typical example being the use of sparse representation to obtain a linear problem [25] . Examples of applications of these techniques include feature extraction in computer vision [26] , face recognition [27] or related image analysis [28] .
In 2002 a new optimization algorithm was presented in [29] , that took inspiration from quantum computing to evolve a probability distribution, which in turn was employed to search a solution space. The method used a string of quantum bits (Qbit), each storing sampling probability of a one or a zero. Successive sampling of the string produced a series of candidate binary solutions. If any of these were found to be an improvement, the underlying Qbit probabilities are adjusted to make the candidate more likely to appear in successive samples. A detailed explanation of the algorithm is presented in section 2.
Originally, this quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm (QIEA) was applied to the Knapsack problem -a binary combinatorial optimisation problem [29] , and then modified versions were applied by others to OneMax, Noisy-flat and NK-landscapes [30] , neuralnetwork training [31] , and networking [32] .
Although some attempts have been made to apply binary QIEA to real-value problems [33] , most applications to such tasks have used real-value QIEA [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . These algorithms took, at least superficially, the concepts of superposition and quantum rotation gates that were introduced with the binary QIEA, and adopted them for application to real-value problems. However, when reviewing them we encountered a number of problems. Many were incompletely described and could therefore not be reproduced, one was trivial to implement [34] but performed extremely poorly on a set of multimodal mathematical test functions, and of greatest concern, one paper [35] claimed superior performance to another optimization algorithm that was later found to not have performed as well as claimed 2 [39] . A second issue, more of a philosophical concern than a practical problem, is that in making the adaptation to real-value problems, the purity of the original quantum inspiration (that are naturally applied to binary problems) may be lost. We discuss these concerns in sections 3 and 6. Various attempts at a real QIEA can be found in the literature, including [36] [37] [38] , and in [40] a review is presented of both binary and real QIEA. In this investigation we have chosen [41] to build a real-coded QIEA upon, as it performed the best in initial tests and contained features common to many real QIEA.
The goals of the research presented here were to see how the Classic version [29] of the binary QIEA, as well as a representative real QIEA, would perform on a number of recent benchmark test functions and several real-world problems, and to investigate, design, and develop modified binary and real QIEA, proposed to improve the performance of these approaches in terms of convergence and accuracy. In sections 2 and 3 we present the binary and the real QIEA under investigation, including our modifications. Section 4 outlines the methods used for testing, the obtained results are presented and discussed in section 5, and the conclusion of this paper is given in section 6.
Binary QIEA
This section presents the original binary quantum inspired evolutionary algorithm (bQIEA) [29] , along with a preliminary investigation highlighting arising problems when applying it to real-value tasks. We then introduce a modified method designed to tackle these issues.
Classic QIEA
The original QIEA [29] , hereon in labelled Classic, contains the core properties of QIEA: Qbit sampling; and the rotation gate operator. Unlike a traditional binary evolutionary algorithm, Classic stores a string of probability values called Qbits. For each individual i of length N bits in a population of size p, a pair of values for bit j gives the probability of sampling a zero or a one at iterations t, shown with quantum state notation in Eq. (1) . Through repeated iterations of sampling, the same Qbit value can be used to sample a sequence of random binary values. We can also interpret the pair of probabilities as an angle (Eq. (2)), and when this angle has a value of π/4 (highest entropy), both one and zero have an equal chance of being sampled. An angle near π/2 favours sampling 1s, and a value close to zero favours sampling 0s.
Even in the absence of evolution of the chromosomes, Classic will continue to produce different candidates for the fitness function, unlike a traditional evolutionary algorithm. The combination of probability and sampling is inspired by the quantum computing principal of superposition. Superposition is the ability of a Qbit to hold multiple states simultaneously. The string Qi therefore provides a probability distribution function for generating candidate solutions Ci at each iteration.
While random sampling allows the solution space to be searched, the Qbits need to be changed in order to localise and refine the search. Using the angle interpretation of the Qbit, an update modifier called a rotation gate can be used, which simply shifts the angle, and therefore the probability, one way or the other. By using the best solution found so far (called the attractor Ai) for an individual, this gate can be made to rotate towards a position that reinforces the attractor probabilities, if it is still the best solution, or away, if the candidate was better. The magnitude of rotation   is fixed to 100  and the Qbit is restricted within the range (0, π/2). The rotation gate is given in Eq. (3).
Information is distributed around the population via the attractors A. Every G-th iteration, a global migration is performed, where the best attractor in the population is copied to all individuals and every L-th iteration, a local migration is conducted, where the best attractor in a subset of the population is copied to the whole subset. For the investigations presented here, G=20, L=1 (meaning improvements to attractors are copied to subsets at the end of each iteration), and the number of subset groups is assumed to be 5. These values are adopted from [29] , where they were established to be successful and we do not investigate them further. Subset allocation is done simply by splitting the full population into equally sized groups of individuals. 
where Δθ is the size and direction of rotation.
Application to real-value problems and convergence issues
In our investigation, for the binary optimization algorithms, real values are encoded using a simple scheme. Binary strings of length 24 bits are used to generate numbers in the [0, 2 24 -1] range, which are then linearly mapped onto the domain for the fitness function being optimized.
An initial application of Classic to real-valued problems highlighted a convergence issue. A plot of a typical evolution is shown in Fig. 1a , where the least significant Qbits (LSBs) are saturating before the most significant Qbits. Once a Qbit saturates, it will no longer evolve because sampling will continuously produce ones or zeros, depending on which end of the scale the Qbit has saturated to. This means that the LSBs had become randomly fixed relatively early on in the optimization, thus preventing fine scale exploitation.
For reasonably smooth search spaces, the early stages of the search should focus on finding the general locations of extrema, rather than refining solutions to a precise position. During this phase, the fitness function will be affected more by large movements than by small ones. With a binary representation, this will manifest in the most significant bits (MSBs) dominating the search, as changes to them are likely to find larger improvements to the fitness than changes to the LSBs. Therefore, in the early stages, the LSBs provide little selection pressure, and so random values for these bits will be tolerated, while the MSBs are optimised. We can model this by assuming that the LSBs contribute nothing to the fitness evaluation, and so the LSBs of the best candidate will always be regarded as 'better' whether they sample a one or a zero. As the rotation gates are applied to adjust the Qbit probabilities to reinforce the sampled state, the LSBs (in the absence of exerting evolutionary pressure) will follow a simple, but non-symmetrical random walk, where the probability of rotating the Qbit probability towards an extremum (one or zero) increases as it moves away from the centre. This process is expressed with Eq. (3) and ten example simulations of the process are shown in Fig. 2 , demonstrating quick convergence to either the one or zero limits.
where Xt is a random variable with a Bernoulli distribution, with the probabilities for the two states being dependent on the random walk position yt at time t. The step size for the rotation gate is Δθ. a) b) Fig. 1 . Evolution of Qbit probabilities on Griewank function using (a) Classic and (b) HSB algorithms. Bits for one real value are shown with most significant bits to the left. Early in the evolution, all squares are pale (mid-range). Later on, for Classic, the LSBs (to the right) are all saturated, while several of the MSBs are paler and still undergoing evolution. For HSB however, limiting saturation of a Qbit to be no more than the current value of the neighbour with half bit index (more significant), prevents the LSBs from saturating before the MSBs.
In reality, the LSBs will exhibit some evolutionary pressure, varying according to the shape of the fitness landscape, but as illustrated in Fig. 1a , the time line of the Qbit evolution shows that the LSBs can be observed to saturate early on in the process.
Improved bQIEA convergence performance for real value problems -HSB (Half Significant Bit).
One possible solution of these convergence problems is presented in [33] , where the rotation gate operator has limits imposed that were slightly within the zero to one range. This means that, even late in the evolution, it is always possible to sample new bit values as the Qbits never completely saturate. Fig. 2 . Ten example simulations of LSB random walk process when they exert relatively little pressure on the evolution. Each colour represents a different simulation run, the vertical axis is Qbit position, with each run starting in the central 0.5 position, and the horizontal axis is the number of iterations. Runs' quick saturation to either one or zero is showing a tendency for the LSB to prematurely converge if they do not exert significant pressure on the evolution, using the standard QIEA rotation gate.
However, as we have analysed this premature convergence to be a problem of LSB evolution relative to MSB revolution, and inspired by early experimentation that failed to find much benefit from the constraint strategy, we present and test a method that explicitly constrains LSB Qbit rotation, relative to MSB Qbit rotation. When rotating a Qbit, we impose a limit upon the range that it can move to, based on the current value of a more significant bit, so that it cannot move to a more extreme value. This has the effect of delaying large movements in the LSBs until the MSBs have saturated.
Initially, we experimented with using the more significant immediate neighbour bit as a limiting condition, but found this to slow the convergence, so settled upon picking a bit index that was half the position value of the Qbit being rotated (assuming bit index zero as the most significant one). This is a somewhat less aggressive limiting condition, which gives a compromise between premature convergence and overly slow convergence. Future work will be needed to identify the optimum index strategy. The adjusted formula 5 for the rotation is given in Eq. (5), with the general algorithm code staying the same as for Classic. This modified algorithm is called HSB (Half Significant Bit) in this paper, and preliminary results of an evolution are shown in Fig. 1b . The global and local migration rates G=20 and L=1, and the population subdivisions (5 subsets) are assumed the same as in the Classic method [29] . , ,
Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for Classic and HSB
Real coded QIEA -RCQIEA
In order to apply QIEA to real-value problems, numerous attempts have been made to develop real QIEA (rQIEA) [40] , so we chose to include rQIEA in this investigation. A simple attempt at this is shown in [34] where the rotation angles from the Classic bQIEA are re-interpreted as actual solutions. This approach was very simplistic and arbitrary, and completely failed in all of our initial testing. Searching for other rQIEA in the literature was made difficult by poorly described methods or suspect data. However, we found one algorithm called RCQIEA, presented in [41] , to be well defined and decided to include it in our study, along with a modification.
Whereas Classic produces fresh solutions at each generation, RCQIEA stores and updates a candidate solution. Classic takes the inspiration of superposition and uses it to evolve a probability density function (pdf), as described by the probability angles for each bit. By not doing this directly, RCQIEA begins to move away from the original quantum metaphor. However, as we will describe shortly, the generation of new candidates through creep mutation, can be seen as using the candidate as a string of mean values for an evolving pdf.
At each iteration, a set of offspring Oj is generated from each individual's candidate Ci using creep mutation with variances stored in a string Vi. The values in Vi are stored as angles and transformed into a pair αi and βi in the same way as for the Classic. The offspring are generated in two subsets: one using αi for the variances; and one using βi/5, to allow for both fine and coarse searching. The offspring are tested for fitness and if one is found to be better than the current candidate, it replaces that candidate. Otherwise, a rotation gate is applied to the variance angles in the same way as in Classic, but with a rotation step given in Eq. (6) .
where α and β are the angles as defined in Eqs. (1) and (2), and θ0 and γ are constants.
A cross-over operator is also applied during the evolution. For our investigation, we applied it four times during the course of each run (G=N/4), adopting the approach presented in [41] . The pseudo-code for the rQIEA presented here, is given in Algorithm 2. 6 
Rotation magnitude analysis
In [41] , the constants for (6) were specified as θ0=0.4π and γ=0.05. In the testing, the RCQIEA performed well for many functions. However, we detected values of large magnitudes for Δθ, which suggested a problem with the behaviour of the rotation gate. For example, if the angles are α=0.01 and β=0.99995 (satisfying α 2 + β 2 =1), then (6) produces a value for Δθ in excess of 2.0e7. As a rotation angle in this context, such a magnitude for Δθ does not make sense, as it represents many complete rotations in one iteration. In effect this leads to somewhat random updates of the angle variables, and in turn, the variances for the creep mutation. A real example of these problematic delta values can be seen in Fig. 3 . This was motivated by making the update similar to the constant step size used in Classic. The value of π/250 was chosen with respect to Classic's step size of π/100. We made the step size smaller, because unlike Classic where the rotation angles control an absolute probability of getting zero or one, the angle variables for the rQIEA control a creep mutation variance. Since a larger spread of values is possible in this regime, we decided upon making the step size smaller. In early experimentation it yielded promising results, so we kept the value for the remainder of the investigation. It would be useful to compare different values for the step size in future work. Also, we kept G=N/4 from [41] but other generation sizes could be investigated in the future.
Numerical experiments
Each algorithm was tested against several fitness functions. In accordance with the procedures outlined in [13] , functions were tested with 10, 30, 50 and 100 dimensions (except for the real-world problems which had specific dimension requirements), and each optimization run was performed 51 times, unless otherwise stated. The termination criterion was set to a number of function evaluations of 10000 x number of dimensions, unless otherwise stated. Given that more than one function evaluation per generation was performed for the rQIEA, their generations per run were adjusted accordingly.
Test functions
Firstly, a set of traditional, basic functions, was taken from the first 13 functions presented in [8] . Additionally, a non-transformed basic version of Schwefel 7 [25] was used when comparing to data published for three recent QIEA [37, 42, 43] , and a basic two dimensional problem from [44] , when comparing another QIEA. A second set of more complicated functions was added from the first 20 functions defined in the CEC-2013 specification [9] . These are based on the traditional functions but are highly modified and transformed, including application of rotations. It should be noted that both sets share one function in common -the Sphere function. We duplicate the presentation of the results for this function in order to be consistent when comparing to other published results. Finally, real-world problems from CEC-2011 [7] were added: frequency modulated sound wave matching; atom configuration; and radar waveform parameter optimisation.
The frequency modulated sound wave matching problem optimises the constants of Eq. (8), so that the output of the wave, measured for integer t= [0, 100] , where θ=2π/100, matches the output of Eq. (9).
where α and ω are the constants to be optimised. 
Population size analysis
Before conducting an extensive evaluation of the proposed methods, an investigation into choosing a suitable population size was conducted. An initial run for 30 dimensions was performed for the optimisation algorithms on the non-real world functions, with a series of different population sizes being used. The number of individuals ranged from 5 to 50, in increments of five, but the total 8 number of functions evaluations was always kept to 300000. After running the simulations, the number of times an algorithm had a best performance (assessed just for that algorithm) was counted for each population size. A best performance occurred when it was the best, or equal best, minimum value or mean value for the fitness function of that optimisation algorithm. [12] with 30 dimensions, with population sizes from 5 to 50. Then, for each algorithm in isolation, a count of best minimum and best mean values were produced for each population size (best as determined across all population sizes). The number of fitness evaluations was kept to 300000.
The results according to the best minimum and mean values found are shown in Fig. 4 . Results for the bQIEA Classic and HSB are shown in Fig. 4a and results for the rQIEA RCQIEA and SRQEA are shown in Fig. 4b . Generally, the bQIEA performed better with higher population sizes, while the rQIEA were better with smaller population sizes. For Classic (Fig. 4a) , the best minimum values were found more often with a population size of 50, with an additional peak at 20/25, while HSB (Fig. 4a) had a peak at 35/40 but reasonable performance from 25 to 50. When looking at the mean performance, both bQIEA improved with increasing population size, with the best being 50 for both. After combining these results, we chose to proceed with 50 individuals for both bQIEA algorithms in the later simulations and analysis. These results suggest bQIEA are biased towards exploitation and therefore require a larger population size to achieve good exploration.
For both rQIEA, the results ( Fig. 4b) were very clear -a population size of five performed the best for both minimum and mean values. RCQIEA had a sharp drop-off in performance above five, while SRQEA had a smoother decline with increasing population size. Based upon these results, a population size of five was chosen for both rQIEA. In contrast to the results for the bQIEA, these results suggest the rQIEA have relatively good exploration, so benefit from a small population in order to improve exploitation by increasing the number of function evaluations per individual.
Step size analysis
For all the QIEA tested here, step size Δθ is a parameter to be specified. As described in sections 2 and 3, initial values for HSB and SRQEA respectively were chosen to be π/100 and π/250, with respect to the original π/100 in [29] . However, we did conduct a preliminary investigation into the effects of varying these parameters, with the results presented in Table 1 . The best parameter values for SRQEA varied greatly across the different fitness functions, and somewhat symmetrically around π/250. We therefore continued to use this default value for the remainder of our investigations. The results for HSB did lend some support to slightly larger step sizes than π/100, but as the results were also mixed, we decided to be consistent with the original value from [29] for subsequent tests. 
Performance metrics

Summary statistics
To present a basic analysis and compare across publications, summary information is generated from error values (from the known minimum value) or absolute values if the global minimum is unknown. From the raw data, simple statistical measures such as minimum, mean and standard deviations are calculated and summarised, with lower values for each being preferred in the comparisons.
Success Rates
Using metrics introduced in [45] , a success rate and measure of time taken by the run to succeed (converging to a minimum) are calculated. Success Rate (SR) is calculated as the number of successful runs divided by the total number of runs. A run is regarded as successful if it finds an error below a predefined threshold.
Success Performance
To measure the speed at which an algorithm obtains good results, a metric called Success Performance (SP) is calculated. It is defined in Eq. (12) .
where SNFE is the average number of function evaluations required by each successful run to reach the tolerance. A lower value of SP is preferred because it indicates a better combination of speed and consistency for the algorithm.
Timeline plots
In order to analyse the behaviour of the algorithms, graphical representations of their evolution are produced for every test function. Across all runs, for each iteration the mean error is calculated and plotted, so that the behaviour, with respect to the number of function evaluations, can be compared directly between the algorithms, and the time is normalised in the [0, 1] range.
Population diversity
To analyse the behaviours deeper, we present plots on showing the evolution of population diversity. We use a standard metric based on mean individual variance from around the population mean position (position in terms of Qbit string representation in Euclidean space) [46] . It is given in Eq. (13). (13) where i is the individual, j is the dimension, m is the number of individuals, n is the number of dimensions, x is the Qbit string, j x is the mean position and D is the diversity.
Empirical cumulative probability distribution
Performance across all functions is summarised using the empirical cumulative probability distribution function (ECDF) method presented in [47] . An ECDF is constructed by firstly determining the performance of each algorithm on each test function, by comparing its mean error ME with the mean error achieved by the best algorithm, and formulating a normalized mean error NME (Eq. (14)). Then, the distribution is formed by counting, for each value x in the domain of the distribution, how many normalized means (across all test functions) were obtained below x (Eq. (15)). Normalizing and plotting these values produces a graph where superior algorithms reach the top of the chart faster than less well performing algorithms. In this analysis, all the test functions were included, as well as additional graphs for subsets (traditional, CEC-2013 and real-world). 
where A and f are the optimisation algorithm and the test function index respectively, nA and nf are the number of algorithms and test functions respectively, and I is 1 if the condition is true, otherwise 0.
Computation time
Although results are compared with the same number of function evaluations, the computational overhead of each algorithm must be taken into account. Accurate time measurements are presented, showing the average function evaluation overhead, and generation overhead.
Results and Discussion
Examples of methods used to optimise CEC-2013 problems include Particle Swarm Optimization [15] , Adaptive Differential Evolution [19, 48, 49] , Mean Variance Mapping [50] and GA [17] . The methods for optimisation of the traditional test functions, covered in this work, include Evolutionary Programming [12] , Particle Swarm Optimization [51] , GA [52] , and Hybrid Bee Colony/QEA [53] . This section presents the bQIEA and rQIEA results that we produced.
Functionality of the tested QIEA
Firstly, we examined the suitability of the four QIEA, tested to be used as optimisation algorithms for real-value problems. In order to be useful, they must find solutions close to the optimum, as seen by reaching small error values. We start by looking at the performance on the traditional test functions which were tested at 10, 30, 50 and 100 dimensions. Minimum, mean and standard deviation data are presented as functions 0-13 in Table 2 and Table 3 for 50 and 100 dimensions respectively. 11 These functions are reasonably smooth, at least locally, and therefore obtaining a good error score will require good exploitation abilities of the algorithm. In section 2 we highlighted the difficulties for Classic in optimising the LSBs, and we would expect this to be reflected in poor minimum values as the exploitation would be hampered. Most solutions had errors of magnitude above 1e-01, the only exceptions being the 10 dimensional Schwefel-2.26, Griewank and Penalised-1 functions. Interpreting raw error values is difficult because it relates to the numerical properties of the fitness function. For example, the Rosenbrock has a constant multiplication factor of 100, and for the 10-dimension case achieved 1.15e02 which is perhaps not as bad as it would first appear. However, as the number of dimensions increases, the performance becomes obviously poorer, with four minima of magnitude over 1e06 at 50 dimensions and five at 100 dimensions. Means performance for all of the dimensions tested follows the same pattern in general, although there are some large discrepancies for the 10-dimension batch. These are a mean of 2.32e06 compared to a minimum of 1.15e02 for Rosenbrock, 2.27e05 versus 4.26e01 for Quartic, and 4.62e05 and 1.11e06 versus 0e00 for Penalised-1 and 2 respectively. This implies, at least for low dimensions, that running Classic several times is a necessity.
For every test function in the traditional batch, HSB had equal or better minimum values than Classic, apart from the 10-dimension Rosenbrock function. Magnitudes were generally similar, except for HSB achieving a minimum of 8.72e01 for 50 dimension Penalised-1 compared to 1.03e06 for Classic. HSB had superior mean performance for all of traditional test functions. The consistently better performance suggests both that the LSB problems of Classic hampered its performance, and that our tested solution of limiting the LSB probability saturation was successful.
Despite apparent functional performance by the bQIEA, the two rQIEA were substantially better. The worst performance for the rQIEA was for RCQIEA on the 30-dimension Rosenbrock with a minimum of 1.65e01, but most minima had magnitudes of less than 1e-01. RCQIEA found solutions smaller than 1e-08 (clamped to 0.00 in the results) for
Step, Quartic, Penalised-1 and Penalised-2 in all tested dimensions. Despite RCQIEA performing well on these test functions, it was eclipsed by SRQEA. With the exception of Schwefel-2.21 and Rosenbrock, it obtained clamped 0.00 results for all of the functions, in all dimensions. Even for Schwefel-2. 21 and Rosenbrock it had the best performance across the QIEA tested. The superior performance of the real algorithms over their binary counterparts is unsurprising, given the application to real-value problems, but the superior performance of SRQEA justifies our modification of the rotation gate function for these functions.
As CEC-2013 are a set of real-value problems, some being modified versions of the functions from the traditional set tested here, we predicted that a similar pattern of results would be generated, with the rQIEA dominating the bQIEA. Although HSB outperformed 13 Classic, and SRQEA outperformed RCQIEA, the performance of the bQIEA compared to the rQIEA was very different from its previous performance (see Table 2 and Table 2 functions 15-33 for 50 and 100 dimensions respectively).
For several of the test functions -Rotated Discus, Rotated Schaffers-F7, Rotated Weierstrass, Rotated Rastrigin, Non-continuous Rotated Rastrigin, Rotated Schwefel 7, Rotated Katsuura, Rotated Expanded Grienwank-Rosenbrock and Rotated Expanded Schaffers-F6, one of the bQIEA had the best performance for one or more dimensions tested. When the bQIEA performed best, the rQIEA approached a similar order of magnitude, but when one of the rQIEA gave the best result, they often performed considerably better than the bQIEA (for example, on the 100 dimension Rotated Bent Cigar, SRQEA achieved 2.17e-03 compared to 7.46e10 and 4.84e10 for Classic and HSB respectively). Nevertheless, the positive results of the bQIEA are significant and surprising, given that they can outperform the rQIEA on some real-value benchmark functions.
The CEC-2013 functions are highly manipulated versions of traditional basic functions (many based on the traditional test functions used in this paper). The manipulations include rotations, scalings and non-linear transforms. We hypothesise that it is these transformations that allow the bQIEA to perform well and suggest that this could happen in one of two possible ways. Firstly, the transformations may increase the nonlinear interactions between dimensions, producing a fitness landscape that is very rough, and therefore more resembling a discrete space at scales above the very small. These search spaces may be suited to the binary methods presented here, possibly possessing similarities to the combinatorial problems that bQIEA have been successful with (e.g., Knapsack [29] ). Alternatively, the search pattern may be the key. In the rQIEA, the search space is traversed using creep mutations with distances drawn from a normal distribution, while the movement in the bQIEA is performed using multi-scaled jumps as the bits flip between zero and one and move the search to an adjacent binary partition at the scale of the significance of the bit. This binary space partitioning could reflect, to some degree, the underlying structure of the search spaces.
For the CEC-2013 set of test functions, the bQIEA achieved several minimum scores with a magnitude of 1e02 or less and, given that the test functions often contain large constants (1e06), it could be argued that they performed better on the more difficult test functions than on the traditional set of functions. It would be interesting to see if this scales, so that the bQIEA have increasingly better relative performance as the fitness landscape becomes more complex. HSB appears to scale better than Classic, achieving five best performances across all four QIEA for 50 dimensions, compared to one for Classic although for 100 dimensions the balance was closer -five and three respectively.
Although SRQEA performed the greatest, in terms of number of best minimum values found and the ability to find threshold zero error values for some functions (which none of the other algorithms managed to do), when looking at the general performance across all of the functions and algorithms, the picture was somewhat more mixed. A heat map of best minimum values, scaled relatively from the best performing algorithm to the worst on each test function, is presented in Fig. 5 . For 50 dimensions (Fig. 5a) , judging by the number of darker rectangles, RCQIEA performs well, arguably outperforming SRQEA. From the raw data in Table 2 , it can be seen that when the performances of the rQIEA are close, SRQEA produces better results than RCQIEA, but this is not generally noticeable in the heat map, where the larger degrees of magnitude produced by the bQIEA obscure the rQIEA differences. Although patterns persist for 100 dimensions (Fig. 5b) , Classic demonstrates a closer performance to HSB when the bQIEA outperform the rQIEA. Summarising the raw data and the heat map, it can be said that RCQIEA had a slightly better average performance for 50 dimensions but SRQEA was able to produce much better individual scores for some functions, and was better overall for 100 dimensions. The more random nature of the rotation gate of RCQIEA may produce desirable search characteristics for the CEC-2013 test functions, at the expense of more exploitation. For the CEC-2011 real-world problems, converging to the minima was best for the rQIEA (Table 4) , with SRQEA having the best scores for three of the functions. However, for the Radar Polly Phase problem HSB had the best result, and shared the number of best means equally with SRQEA. The nested functions of the Frequency Modulation and Radar Polly Phase problems suggest a highly nonlinear search space, so these results are consistent with our findings and interpretations of the performance of the bQIEA on the CEC-2013 functions. L-J5 -1.21E+01 -9.62E+00 1.49E+00 -1.22E+01 -1.03E+01 1.55E+00 -1.27E+01 -1.18E+01 1.03E+00 -1.27E+01 -1.21E+01
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Finally, we present a summary of algorithms' mean performance across multiple test functions in Fig. 6 . The plots show a cumulative normalised count of how many functions possess a normalised mean performance for that algorithm, below a given value. The sooner the plot reaches 1.0 in the vertical axis, the better the algorithm performs (as this indicates a high probability of achieving low mean error values). The best performance on the traditional test functions (not shown) is dominated by the two rQIEA methods, which can also be seen for all of the test functions taken together (not shown), with Classic performing poorly for both of those cases. However, for the CEC-2013 functions 100 dimensions HSB is much closer (Fig. 6a) , catching up sooner with the rQIEA in the plot, although it starts with poorer results, indicating a low probability of producing very low mean scores across the function set. The performance of RCQIEA compared to SRQEA for CEC-2013 is in line with the results presented in the heat maps (Fig. 5) . SRQEA underperforms RCQIEA for a significant range, suggesting the improved ability to find minimum values negatively impacts mean scores. For the real-world test functions (Fig. 6b) , the situation is completely reversed, with Classic performing the best, followed by HSB.
Summarising the ECDF and the results given in the tables, we can conclude that, although the rQIEA have superior best performance (minimum values found), the bQIEA algorithms do have good mean performance, often superior to their real-value counterparts. Again, it is with the more complicated CEC-2013 and real-world CEC-2011 functions that the bQIEA perform at their best, often outperforming the rQIEA.
Evolution properties of the QIEA
Mean error values per generation (averaged across the 51 runs) are shown for two functions in Fig. 7 . For most functions, Classic outperformed HSB early on the evolution, but tends to stall earlier and is generally overtaken by HSB at around the 10 -30% (of the total number of generations) time point (for example, see the Different Powers function timeline in a). This gives additional support to our argument that Classic was prematurely converging when applied to real-value problems, and justifies our approach when formulating the HSB adaptation. However, it should also be noted that HSB also usually approaches an approximately zero gradient relatively early on (50% of time or less), implying there is further need to improve premature convergence. For the majority of cases where SRQEA outperformed RCQIEA, their early performances were very similar, but SRQEA would establish a lead from typically the 5-30% time mark (see Different Powers in Fig. 7a ). We interpret this as indicating that our corrected rotation formula allowed a more refined search in later stages. Both rQIEA demonstrated a clear non-zero gradient at the end of the timeline in several of the plots (such as Fig. 7b ). This suggests they are capable of finding significantly better results if the algorithm is run for longer. As the plots display the fitness to the 10 th root, this is relevant for fine convergence to the optimal value, indicating room for improvement of precision.
In order to compare the speed of evolution for the QIEA on functions for which zero minima were obtained, success rates (SR) and success performances (SP) were calculated for RCQIEA and SRQEA for those test functions, using four threshold values: 1e-02, 1e-04, 1e-06 and 1e-08. The data are presented in Table 5 . In almost all cases, SRQEA outperformed RCQIEA, with the only exception being the success rate for the basic Griewank function at the 1e-02 threshold. The SP metric gives the mean number of function evaluations per success, adjusted in order to penalise low success rates. In conclusion, the data show that SRQEA provides superior success rates, and quicker convergence than RCQIEA. Table 5 : Success rates (SR) and success performance (SP) for the test functions at 30 dimensions, which reached a threshold of 1e-8 by one of the quantum algorithms, for different success thresholds: 1e-2; 1e-4; 1e-6; and 1e-8. SR ranges from 0 (no successes) to 1 (all runs where successful) and SP gives a measure of average number of iterations needed to achieve the threshold, adjusted in order to penalise algorithms with low success rates. SRQEA outperformed RCQIEA for all functions and for all thresholds. Function evaluations were kept to 300000. Diversity over the timeline of evolution is shown in Fig. 8 for the four QIEA. Classic and HSB had consistent patterns of diversity. The restrictions placed on evolution of the Qbits by HSB results in a slower development of diversity, rising to a much lower peak than for Classic. However, a slight amount of noise is present in the tail of HSB which is lacking in Classic. This noise is due to the combination of the stochastic nature of QIEA, and the softer limiting conditions of HSB resulting from the slower evolution of the LSBs. However, even for both binary algorithms the diversity reduces rapidly, suggesting that improvements may be made by directly addressing this issue (for example mutation operators or immigration schemes). The two real QIEA had different patterns for different functions, although were consistent relative to each other. Some functions, such as Rotated Bent Cigar and Different Powers rapidly reduced their diversity, while others had a slower decline. The quicker reductions in diversity do correlate with the better performances of the real QIEA from Table 3 . Nevertheless, it may be beneficial to incorporate some threshold detection of low diversity and add some in through mutation or immigration, for example. A detection method is needed since the variety of evolution patterns seen in the diversity timelines indicates a need for adaptable methods, to keep diversity evolution consistent across different optimisation tasks.
Comparison of QIEA with published results
As the best performing QIEA on the traditional test functions, we compare SRQEA to two other algorithms -FEP [12] and MADE [45] (Table 6) . Comparison is made difficult by varying numbers of function evaluations across the published methods, but in general, SRQEA outperformed FEP except for the Rosenbrock, Ackley and Griewank functions where FEP had a superior mean and standard deviation. MADE was better than SRQEA for Schwefel-2.21, Rosenbrock, Ackley and Griewank, but SRQEA beat MADE for Quartic and matched it for all of the other functions. Unfortunately, best minimum values found were not published for either algorithm, but since MADE produced several zero means, it is clear those results would have been good as well. The exploitation abilities of RCQIEA and SRQEA were compared to data published on a set of differential algorithms (DE) [45] . The results are presented in Table 7 , using the success rate (SR) and success performance (SP) metrics. In general, the DE algorithms achieved success more often, and quicker than the rQIEA. The SRQEA is superior to RCQIEA for these metrics, achieving better success rates, and reaching the threshold more quickly (better SP). These results (Table 7) represent the weakest performance for the QIEA in this paper, and indicate room for improvement in their search and exploitation abilities for the traditional test functions. However, it should be noted that success rates were based on very low thresholds (usually 1e-08) and therefore may not be important in practical cases. Unfortunately, MADE was not applied to the CEC-2013 functions, so we cannot argue if these conclusions hold for the more complicated test functions. A comparison of SRQEA with five different QIEAs is given in Table 8 : a hybrid quantum PSO algorithm HRCQEA [37] , a region based QIEA RQEA [42] , a hybrid quantum PSO with neighbourhood search NQPSO [43] , and two hybrid quantum GAs QGAXM [54] and CQGA [44] . The five fitness functions used in [37] where available in [42] and [43] , so were chosen for comparison. When comparing to QGAXM and CQGA, the evaluated fitness functions were matched in their entirety, including a two-dimensional problem from [44] . The number of runs and the maximum function evaluations were matched, except for HRCQEA, where our algorithms performed only 300000 evaluations. It can be concluded that SRQEA is as good as, or better than these algorithms for finding the functions' minimum values, with the exception when against QGAXM, where SRQEA was better for the multi-modal problems, but worse for Sphere and Rosenbrock. Mean performance was less impressive, and suggests a weakness in exploitation capabilities of SRQEA for the basic functions, especially when using a low number of function evaluations when compared to QGAXM. In the next section though, evidence of a very good exploration for the more complicated CEC-2013 functions will be presented. The CQGA algorithm used binary encoding, but with only 20 bits, and was beaten not just by SRQEA, but by HSB as well. Otherwise, HSB only achieved superior performance for Rastrigin against QGAXM and SRQEA. Table 9 shows the performance of SRQEA against two algorithms that were applied to the CEC-2013 fitness functions [13] . The two algorithms compared are a particle swarm optimization algorithm SPSO-2011 [15] and a genetic algorithm GA [17] . SRQEA was chosen for comparison as, overall, it was the best performing QIEA tested here, in terms of minimum values found. 19 Looking at all dimensions, all three algorithms achieved some best performances. However, SPSO-2011 performed least well, having fewer best minimum results, and most of those being joint equal with one or both of the other algorithms. The main competition for SRQEA came from the GA. For 10 dimensions it achieved 16 best performances, with SRQEA only achieving seven. For 30 dimensions GA scored 12 best performances, while the SRQEA reached 8, but for 50 dimensions, SRQEA took the lead with 11 compared to 9 best results for the GA. This demonstrates better scaling with increased number of dimensions for SRQEA than for the GA. Mean performance was similarly distributed across all dimensions but SRQEA showed improved standard deviation performance again for 50 dimensions, outperforming the other algorithms substantially. This shows a more consistent relative performance at higher dimensions for SRQEA as well as better minima and means.
The poorer performance of SPSO-2011 (Table 9 ) and the better performance of the GA may suggest that the recombinatorial properties of the cross-over operator may aid the search pattern for the CEC-2013 functions. This may be consistent with either of our hypotheses for why the bQIEA performed relatively well against the rQIEA -either treating the rougher space as more discrete and looking for recombination, or navigating through hops (swapping genes in the case of GA, and flipping bits in the case of the bQIEA). Although overall SRQEA was better, it would be interesting to see how bQIEA perform against rQIEA and other algorithms on even more complex search spaces.
A comparison between SRQEA and two alternative algorithms, when applied to the real-world problems is shown in Table 10 . For the frequency modulation wave matching problem, MADE-WS [45] had the best mean and standard deviation. Unfortunately, the authors did not report a minimum value. SRQEA outperformed the hybrid algorithm [55] and the DE algorithm [56] , in terms of mean and standard deviation, while equalling the best minimum performance. The mean and standard deviation were worse but comparable with the MADE-WS results. For the radar waveform parameter specification problem, SRQEA was the clear winner. The published results [55] and [56] both gave a suspiciously poor value though, and it may be worth considering whether there were issues in using shared code for the function evaluations. The problem was directly tackled in [57] where a variable neighbourhood search algorithm gave a minimum value of 8.58e-01 which was better than that achieved by the SRQEA.
Computational overhead is presented in Table 11 . They were obtained using Microsoft Visual Studio Profiler, with a set of small runs for each algorithm, to achieve a representative sample, albeit subject to considerable noise. The orders of magnitude are representative however, and the scores are normalized so that 1.00 is the time taken to evaluate 1000 sphere fitness functions on 30 dimensions. Classic and HSB were substantially more computationally expensive per function evaluation and generation than the real value algorithms. By inspecting the code, we can conclude that this was due to substantially more trigonometric evaluations, one for each bit, compared to a small number used for the rotation gate in the real algorithms. Even so, the real algorithms also added considerable overhead. Replacing the trigonometric functions with approximations or look-up tables, reworking the algorithms to use more linear movements instead of rotations, or using hardware with fast sin and cos functions would greatly speed up the performance of the presented QIEA. The sphere function is very simple and quick to compute. However, the algorithms will add substantial overhead unless the fitness functions are very demanding. 
Conclusion
When applied to real-value optimization tasks, all of the QIEA tested and validated in this investigation were successful, in that they were able to produce acceptable to excellent error values (with respect to the complexity of the test functions). Binary QIEA are a direct implementation of the quantum computing metaphor, which is built around repeated sampling of binary strings, analogous to superposition of states on a set of quantum bits. The Qbit probabilities define a probability distribution that elegantly specifies both the region of the best solution found so far, and the variance of the search radius. As the probabilities saturate, the mean position of the search becomes clearly defined, and the variance of the search narrows.
Although the bQIEA algorithms performed relatively poorly on some of the optimization tasks investigated here, they demonstrated good results for some of the CEC-2013 test functions, even outperforming the rQIEA for some at the highest dimensions. In general, our modification (HSB) provided better results than Classic. The timeline and diversity plots highlighted the premature convergence of Classic (Fig. 7a) , giving further justification for our choice of modification, which was developed in response to our analysis of individual bit evolution. By explicitly limiting the saturation of less significant bits to the magnitude of saturation of more significant bits, HSB avoids the issues that Classic encountered for real-value problems, although zero gradients in the latter half of some timeline plots suggest there is still room for improvement. The population size results (Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b ) also suggest exploration issues, as the bQIEA benefit from a larger population size for a fixed number of function evaluations.
The best results came from the rQIEA, especially from our modified version -SRQEA ( Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 ). However, the rQIEA specifications require a compromise with respect to the quantum metaphor. In most rQIEA, and certainly the ones investigated here, the Qbits and the quantum rotation gate give a mechanism for adjusting the radius of search throughout the evolution, such as through the creep mutation operators of the rQIEA presented here, or in the velocity equations in PSO algorithms [38] . Although that is not a problem of itself, it may be useful to view these quantum inspired algorithms as operator algorithms used within other optimization methods. Presented on their own, rQIEA can largely resemble other techniques. For example, the RCQIEA algorithm used in this work looks similar to simulated annealing, with the rotation gate adjusting the variance for neighbour selection.
Our modification to the rotation gate produced superior results, particularly with regards to the final ability to exploit the search space ( Table 2 and Table 3 ) and the speed of exploitation (Table 5) , although from the heatmap of Fig. 5 it would appear the average performance across the functions is slightly compromised. This suggests the superior exploitation may come at the expense of some exploration capability. As well as being beneficial in this specific implementation, it would be interesting for future work to explore the possibility of using the modified rotation in other algorithms, as a way of adjusting search variance.
When compared to other published results, our modified algorithms were predominantly competitive for the more complex CEC-2013 functions (Table 9 ). For the traditional test functions, SRQEA was superior than recently published QIEA in terms of best minimum reached (Table 8) , although mean performance was mixed, and our algorithms were generally outperformed by other published results (in particular, the DE algorithms [45] , Table 6 and Table 7 ). However, timeline plots (Fig. 7) suggest the rQIEA may continue to improve if left for longer. It would therefore be interesting to see if these algorithms are suitable for increasingly complicated test functions, where longer processing times are to be expected. Both HSB and SRQEA outperformed a bQIEA applied to a real value problem (Table 8) .
Surprisingly, the bQIEA appeared to perform better for the more complex CEC-2013 and the real-world test functions ( Table 2, Table  3 and Table 4 ). We have speculated that this may be because either the transferred search space begins to resemble the binary space portioning that the bQIEA generate, or that the search hops at different scales (depending on bit significance) may result in more suitable search patterns when compared to rQIEA or other algorithms. The ability of bQIEA to combine different scales, through bit manipulation, may explain their improved performance on these more sophisticated tasks. As more complex fitness functions are published in the future, it would be worth including bQIEA (and perhaps other binary optimisation algorithms) in attempting to optimise them. All of the algorithms appeared to scale well to 100 dimensions, with the bQIEA performing well on some functions. A lack of published data on the benchmarks at 100 dimensions for other algorithms limits the conclusions that can be made, but the results had similar magnitudes of minimum fitness values compared to the 50 dimension results.
QIEA, and rQIEA in particular, provide a good starting point for optimization. Deficiencies, when compared to competing algorithms, were largely down to fine exploitation, with results being of a similar degree of magnitude in error (Table 6 ). Future work would be beneficial on improving exploration for SRQEA, or further reducing the premature convergence for HSB. This may be achieved through an analysis of the effect of changing algorithm parameters (as discussed below), or by including the QIEA in hybrid algorithms with a two-stage exploration and exploitation process. Using the configuration of step size and other parameters presented here, the two rQIEA are more orientated towards exploration than exploitation. This is demonstrated by the populations analysis (Fig.  4) , which showed they both benefitted from a small population size for a given number of function evaluations (thereby increasing the number of iterations per individual). The bQIEA in contrast performed best with a larger population size and so appear to be balanced more towards exploitation than exploration.
One final advantage of QIEA is the low number of parameters they require for the main part of their implementation. Generally, only the number of individuals and step size for the rotation gate are needed. The rQIEA investigated in this work also include a parameter
